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Michael Josef Chasyd, known to the world as Josef Hassid and to his family and
friends as Yosi, was born in Koenigsberg, capital of E. Prussia, modern day
Kaliningrad, December 9, 1922 to Owsiej Szloma Chasyd and Brajna Fejga
Szeszupska of Suwalki Poland. Her family surname derived from the River
Szeszupa which traversed northeast Poland and neighboring Lithuania.

Throughout his life his date of birth was generally said to be December 28, 1923
and his place of birth Suwalki. The discrepancy of the former with his birth
certificate is unexplained. As for the discrepancy in his place of birth medical care
in Koenigsberg was superior.
In this biography, in keeping with the practice in his life, his age will be
based on birth in 1923 unless stated otherwise.

Fig. 0 Marriage Certificate Owsiej Szloma Chosyd and Brajna Fejga Szeszupska

Yosi was the third of four siblings thus: Judyta born June 29, 1914; Lejb born
September 1, 1917; Yosi; and Malka Fruma born November 7, 1926.
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Fig. 1 Birth Certificate Judyta Chosyd
Fig. 3 Birth Certificate Michael Josef Chasyd

Fig. 2 Birth Certificate Lejb Chasyd
Fig. 4 Birth Certificate Malka Fruma Chaysd

Suwalki was a commercial center in northeastern Poland 30 km south of the
border with Lithuania with a population at the onset of World Wat II of 30,000
approximately one third of whom were Jews, a thriving city belying its
characterization as “Shtetl With a Long Street.” Ex -Suwalkers fondly
remembered a beautiful city in a valley surrounded by lakes and pine forests, a
summertime vacationland, and long cold winters, the “Siberia of Poland.”
Yosi’s childhood in Suwalki is described by three former Suwalkers, all neighbors
and close friends of the Hassid family. Two collaborated in a modification and
translation of a 1989 description in Yiddish by the third, Yehuda Alroy, a remote
relative of the Hassids and who, like the Hassids, lived on Kosciuszko, “the long
Street.”1,2
Yosi’s family was repeatedly described as poor. His father, known as Yehoshua,
was an accountant at the local bank. His mother, a milliner, managed a workshop
and store for ladies hats.
Yehoshua had a passion for music and a pleasant voice likely hereditary since his
father and grandfather were cantors, the former, Yehuda Leib (Aryeh) Chasyd,
Chief Suwalker Cantor it is said for 26 years. Though without formal music
education Yehoshua acquired broad knowledge of music and directed a choir. His
letters, multiple of which are available, both in German and English were elegant.
Yosi early showed interest in music, singing and playing imaginary instruments.1
Narratives differ slightly. Biographer Margaret Campbell wrote that as a small
child he “taught himself to play the violin”3. According to Alroy, Yehoshua started
teaching Yosi to play the violin before his 4th birthday and was his first teacher.1 A
letter from his father in 1943 says he began playing the violin at the age of five
and a half.4
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His first violin was lent by a family friend. Though of inferior quality Yosi loved it
and did not let it out of his hands until he went to sleep,1 When he was 5, his
father having acquired the necessary funds from friends and family, Yosi was
given his own violin. Yehoshua proclaimed “when Yosi reaches his tenth birthday
he will perform Mendelssohn’s violin concerto in a big concert hall with a good
orchestra.”1
Yosi read music before he could read the alphabet. Yehoshua, who dreamt that all
of his children would become musicians, quit his job and became obsessed with
and dedicated all his time and energy to Yosi’s talent.
Not a year passed before Yehoshua realized the need for a higher level of teaching
and engaged a music teacher, Alter Gutman,who taught Yosi without charge. Soon
Gutman too asked to be relieved in deference to Yosi’s need for an even higher
level of instruction.
More advanced study required consideration of moving to Warsaw and so it was
that Yehoshua and Yosi left the family and Suwalki and moved to Warsaw.
Suwalki as Yosi knew it, thanks to initiatives of the Bland family and
the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, is depicted at
https://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/irn1005048
**********
Yosi and his father rented a small attic room starving and hungry for a mere piece
of bread but in winter heat was more important than food: according to Yehoshua
you can suffer hunger but you cannot play the violin when your fingers are stiff
and frozen.1 Although Yehoshua was proud and would not accept financial support
friends and acquaintances helped if only by ruses, and only slightly.
Exactly when they moved is uncertain. Alroy writes that at age 8 Yosi auditioned
for and within minutes was accepted as a student by a Jewish violinist renowned
for teaching who was a member of the Warsaw Philharmonic.1 Age 8 is compatible
however with corroborating evidence which indicates that Yosi’s first teacher in
Warsaw was Wilhelm Krysztal who as far as is known was not a member of the
Warsaw Philharmonic.
Krysztal, studied with Sevcik at the Vienna conservatory graduating in
1922 and with Hubaj in Budapest. Following concertizing in Europe he
settled in Warsaw in 1929 where he was founder and director until
1939 of what was called by some the Jewish Institute of Music. He was
renowned for teaching children and published several articles about
violin technique.
Following the onset of war in 1939 Krysztal assumed a teaching
position at Lwow Conservatory. It has been said that in 1940 at a
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border crossing during an intended visit to his family in Warsaw he
was executed by the Germans when he asked for the return of his
violin which had been confiscated. The United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum and Muzeum Historii Zydow Polskich POLIN,
however, report his arrival at Auschwitz on August 2, 1942.
Insight into the period, 1931-1933, was provided by Edgar Aftergood
who studied with Krysztal 1934-1939 immediately following Yosi5. In
fact, Aftergood relates that his parents selected Krysztal because in
part of his renown as Yosi’s teacher.5 See annual certificate from
Krysztal below.

Fig. 5 Edgar Aftergood’s Annual certificate from Krysztal

One week after Yosi’s actual 10th birthday, on December 16, 1932, Brajna died at
the age of 46 possibly a victim of typhoid fever. Yosi and his father returned to
doubtless frigid Suwalki to attend the funeral. She lay on the living room floor as
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was the custom “covered in black with candles on both sides of her. Yosi took out
his violin and played it as his last expression of love and honor to his beloved
mother.”1,2 Friends later commented that Yosi never really recovered.

Fig. 6 Brajna Szeszupska Death Record

According to a letter from Yehoshua to a doctor at Epsom years hence
in 1943 Yosi, who was in Warsaw when his mother died, her death
“made no great impression on him,” a differing perspective than that
in the foregoing narrative.
At age 10, in 1933, Yosi left Krysztal having been accepted at the Chopin School of
Music, Adam Wieniawski Director, for study with Mieczyslaw Michalowitcz3 joining
the class of peer child prodigy Ida Haendel.7 Krysztal, Aftergood recalls, was
devastated.5
Edgar Aftergood’s lessons with Krysztal were at Krysztal’s apartment
because it was close to where Edgar lived but for chamber music he
went to the Institute and attended conventional school as well. Their
respective apartments were just outside the Southeast corner of what
became by Nazi decree the Warsaw Ghetto October 16, 1939.
Following that decree Edgar and his family lived within the ghetto.
However deplorable the conditions, Edgar and his family were blessed:
Edgar’s aunt, Dr. Anna Braude Heller, Chief Physician in the Jewish
Children’s Hospital, procured indefinite living accommodations for
them.
Edgar and his family’s experiences in the Ghetto and in the harrowing
aftermath are presented on the Internet in an Oral History Interview
bearing his name dated March 5, 1993. The inspiring life of Dr.
Braude-Heller, a heroine of medicine and the Ghetto, is also described
on the Internet.
Within the Ghetto were many distinguished musicians. Hence, an
orchestra was formed, the Jewish Symphonic Orchestra (ZOS) and
Edgar was a member. November 25, 1940 marked the first concert
and he modestly recounted he performed Beethoven’s violin concerto
on two occasions, Bach’s E major concerto for violin and orchestra and
Beethoven’s Romance in F.5
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The orchestra encountered many obstacles including starvation,
paucity of instruments and music and limitations by the Germans
which precluded “non-Jewish” music. Although the musicians were
intrepid the pressure was relentless and the last concert took place on
April 12, 1942.
To his knowledge Edgar was the sole survivor of the Ghetto Orchestra.
Edgar died December 3, 2018.
Yosi’s experience with Michalowitcz was disappointing and confirmed that of Ida
Haendel: Michalowitcx was lenient to the extreme, “I was learning nothing”.7
Michalowitcz focused on sentiment.7 Lessons were open, parents were in
attendance and there was unease between Yehoshua and Ida’s father.7 Yosi
therefore soon transferred to famed violinist Professor Irena Dubiska at the State
Conservatory of Music and also was introduced by private lessons for the first time
to music theory. His tutor for the latter was a senior tutor at the conservatory,
Efraim Szmajderman, later to be known as Felix Vandyl, who with his wife Adela
would become key figures in Yosi’s life. Vandyl later reminisced “everyone had a
few lessons with Michalowicz”8 and, in fact, students unknownst sometimes took
lessons with other than their teacher or, on the other hand, sometimes were not
publicly acknowledged by a teacher.5
**********

1st International Wieniawski Violin Competition
Fig. 7 Announcement
Fig. 8 Competition booklet
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Fig. 9 Programme

Fig. 10 Names of prize winners
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Wieniawski Competition
Fig. 11 Prizewinners, front row right to left: Jozef Chaysd, Ida Haendel, Ginette Neveu.
Boris Goldshsteyn, Henry Temianka, Mary Luisa Sardo. David Oistrakh

In 1935 Poland proudly inaugurated an International Violin Competition in honor of
the 100th birthday of the great virtuoso, composer, teacher and larger than life
personage, and one-time child prodigy, the late Henryk Wieniawski. It was held in
Warsaw under the direction of Chairman Adam Wieniawski, nephew of Henryk,
eminent music educator and composer and the “life and soul” of the competition.9
Great excitement permeated Warsaw and reached afar. The competition took
place March 3-16, 1935. It has been said that “between the 5th and 16th of March
Warsaw was the capital of world violin.“9
The highest levels of the government lent their support, authority and resources.
All performances were broadcast on Warsaw Radio. The competition endures to
this day as the oldest international violin competition in the world
The required program for the contestants is illustrated in Fig. 9. 55 entrants from
16 countries participated. Participants presently may be no older than 30; criteria
for age in 1935 are not available.
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Prize winners and awardees of honorary diplomas are listed in Fig.10 and pictured
in Fig.11. Names of great fame may be observed. The prize winners whose ages
are known varied from age 6 to 29. Ida Haendel stands out as the youngest of
the group at age 6 and as the winner of the seventh prize. Yosi, age 12, received
an honorary diploma. Ida and Yosi respectively were pupils of Mieczyslaw
Michalowicz and Irena Dubiska as mentioned earlier and the latter were, in fact,
members of the jury.
Regretably Yosi, when playing the Wieniawski Polonaise in D, suffered “a slight
lapse”10; his “memory betrayed him and he stopped playing for a few seconds”7
and he was awarded only an honorary diploma rather than a prize. Ironically
shortly before the competition Felix Vandyl asked Yosi how he was managing the
end of the Polonaise. Yosi picked up a fellow student’s violin – worth perhaps £5 –
and rattled off the passage in 10ths with dazzling speed and precision that
astonished Vandyl. The latter’s face must have betrayed his feelings which Yosi
mistook as disapproval saying apologetically “ ‘well actually my teacher tells me I
swindle the passage.’ But he was wrong. I could hear every note. It was like
Heifetz’s playing but with a little bit more charm.”8
The finals of the competition “took place on a Saturday evening and were
broadcast by Radio Warsaw throughout Poland and the rest of Europe. The
Suwalker Jews followed the competition with keen interest, and all ears were
geared to the radios during the broadcast.”1,2
Years later Karaskiewicz recalling the 1935 competition remembered
that “his (josef’s) playing, characterized by a soft, sweet sound and
amazing technique, radiated a certain vague sadness, like the feeling
of a tragic end…his genius was unmatched.”11
An interval of 17 years intervened following World war II before the
competition resumed in 1952 after which it has been held every 5
years in Poznan to which Henryk was deeply committed.
**********
Following in the footsteps of Wieniawski, Bronislaw Huberman stood at
the pinnacle of the Polish pantheon of violinists.
Huberman (1882-1947) was a child prodigy who attended the Warsaw
Conservatory and studied with Joseph Joachim. In 1920 revealing
idealism matching his musical talent he studied social and political
sciences at the Sorbonne and became a Pan-Europeanist.
Several sources relate that Yosi met and played for Huberman in Warsaw and that
Huberman recommended him for study with Carl Flesch but the specifics including
dates are uncertain. Margaret Campbell dates the meeting with Huberman
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approximately to the time of the Wieniawski Competition3 and Alroy quotes;
Huberman as saying “My child you played better than I did at your age”.1
On January 30, 1933 Adolf Hitler became chancellor of Germany.
Almost immediately performances by Jewish musicians were disrupted
and a relentless crescendo of dismissals and expulsions followed.
In 1934, driven again by his conscience, Huberman refused to perform
in Germany and on his 3rd trip to Palestine committed to the idea of a
Palestine orchestra employing unemployed German musicians.12
Obsessed, he devoted himself to ever more urgent need by marathon
concertizing, enlisting the help of leading world figures and expanding
auditions in other countries under potential threat from Nazi Germany,
culminating in the first season of the Palestine Symphony Orchestra
December 26, 1936 to January 1937 under the baton of Arturo
Toscanini. It is said that nearly a thousand Jews were saved thereby
from the impending Holocaust. In 1948 the orchestra was renamed
the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra.
Upon completion of the Wieniawski Competition, on September 14, 1935 Yosi
applied to resume study at the State Conservatory of Music. He passed the violin
entrance examination September 17 and resumed study with Professor Irene
Dubiska.

Fig.12 Application
Fig.13 Individual Registration Card Fig.14 Photograph of Yosi
Yosi at the State Conservatory of Music Warsaw
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According to the examination books at the Conservatory, in the academic year
1935/1936 he then passed the violin examination of Professor Dubiska and the
chamber music class of Professor Jozef Jarzebski. His name was deleted in
1936/1937 and no further records of study at the Conservatory are available.13

**********

[Assisted by Halina Krakowski Jaroslawski]14

A fellow student and his family entered Yosi’s and his family’s life.14 The student
was Daniel Krakowski. Daniel too studied violin with Dubiska and took cameral
classes at the conservatory in 1935-1936.
Daniel and his family lived in Warsaw. His family comprised himself, his parents,
his sister Halina, then 12, and his brother Samuel.
The Krakowski apartment bustled with musical activity and musician roomers. The
Conservatory string quartet rehearsed there frequently, Yosi first violin, Daniel
viola, and Halina Kowalska. Among others were Yosi’s father Yehoshua, Yosi’s
brother Leon and Yosi’s sister Judyta.
In 1936 Daniel, age 22, auditioned with Bronislaw Huberman for the Palestine
Symphony Orchestra. From Huberman’s notes, in translation, “I advised him .to
contact me in 1-2 years; his right hand is good, he is quite musical, he performed
Lalo quite right.”
Daniel and Yosi parted in 1937 when Yosi and his father departed Warsaw for
Belgium and England. The familys’ fates thereafter were starkly different.
Yosi and Yehoshua until their departure in 1937 lived at Karmelicka 25/4 just
streets distant from the Krakowski residence at ul. Leszno 60, both of which
became by decree, on October 16, 1939, in the Warsaw ghetto.
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Fig. 15 Warsaw Ghetto
Karmelicka and Leszno Streets where the Chasyd and Krakowski families lived are depicted
centrally in the map respectively in orange and green. The exit gate near the cemetery may
be seen top left as an X highlighted in red.

The Krakowskis continued to live in the family apartment as did Yosi’s
sister Judyta who married Daniel in a civil ceremony, Yosi’s brother
Leon and the rest of the Krakowski family including Halina.
Daniel was mobilized and sent to duty in September 1939. Wounded,
in a few months he returned to Warsaw and the ghetto. Leon and
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Judyta returned to Suwalki. Their fate and that of Malka are not
known despite repeated search by the Red Cross and Yad Vashem.
Most remaining Jews of Suwalki, however, were shot in the forest by
the Germans in December 1939 in what was described as the
depopulation of Jews in the entire Suwalki district in Nazi Poland.
As noted previously, November 25,1940 marked the first concert of
the Warsaw ghetto philharmonic orchestra, the Jewish Symphonic
Orchestra (ZOS.) Daniel, on the violin, was a member, on one
occasion proudly playing Lalo’s Symphonie Espagnole, The orchestra
performed notwithstanding hunger, shortage of musical scores and
instruments and restrictions on its repertoire by the Germans who
forbad the performance of “non-Jewish” music. Following further
persecution, the orchestra was disbanded “because it played works by
improper and disapproved composers.” The last concert was on April
12, 1942.
On July 22 1942 the Great Deportation of Jews from the Warsaw
ghetto began.
On August 26 Halina was taken by Daniel and a comrade in the
presence of a sentry who had been bribed to the exit gate near the
Jewish cemetery to escape the ghetto and join the Resistance. Daniel
asked Halina to also arrange for his escape to join the partisans. This
was the last time that Halina saw Daniel. Days thereafter he, his
parents and Samuel were among the 350,000 people, including
musicians of the Jewish Symphonic Orchestra, taken to the gas
chambers of Treblinka.
**********
It was Yosi’s and his father’s dream that Yosi be able to study with Carl Flesch.
Flesch was born in Hungary in 1873. In 1930 he adopted German citizenship as
well. A superb violinist, he is especially remembered as a legendary teacher and
one of the most influential violinists of his generation.
Multiple pathways led to the realization of Yosi and Yehoshua’s dream. Thus, as
noted earlier, according to several sources when he was a student in Warsaw Yosi
met and played for Bronislaw Huberman who is said to have recommended him for
study with Flesch but whether he did so is uncertain.
Also noted earlier, when he was a student in Warsaw one of Yosi’s main teachers
was Irena Dubiska who had been a student of Flesch. Dubiska recommended him
to Flesch.
As a student at the conservatory Yosi gave recitals and gained recognition
amongst influential members of the Jewish community. One such was Stefan
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Kraykman, a violinist who Yosi had previously met at the Wieniawski Competition
in 1935. Kraykman had studied with Flesch, in fact staying with him 6 or 7 years,
“and became like a member of the family.” In 1936-1937 Kraykman repeatedly
asked Flesch to accept Yosi as a student, simultaneously urging Yosi not to
consider an opportunity to study with David Oistrakh in Russia,15
Ida Haendel recalls her father telling Flesch in 1936 of an extraordinarily talented
little boy of little means in Warsaw “whose dream is to study with you,” Flesch
consenting to teach him without a fee and Yosi ‘upon hearing the news, danced for
one solid hour for joy.”7 Yehoshua in turn thanked Flesch..

Fig. 16 Letter from Yosi’s father to Carl Flesch requesting affirmation
that Flesch will accept Yosi in his class at Spa in the summer of 1937.

Yosi and his father’s dream came true. Led by Kraykman and a prominent
member of the Warsaw Jewish community, Madame Doctor Lewite; joined by
other members of the community; and, through Kraykman and Madame Dr.
Lewite, by Pierre and Leon Gildesgame, 2 Polish merchant brothers living in
London, financial resources for Yosi and his father were procured. Thus did Yosi
begin life anew in a strikingly different milieu, Spa, a resort community in Belgium,
and begin study in the summer of 1937 with Carl Flesch.
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From 1926 to 1935 Carl Flesch held summer classes at his home in
Baden- Baden. In June of 1935 Flesch and his wife were deprived of
German citizenship. They moved to London and there welcomed a
constant flow of musicians of renown passing through, resumed
classes at their home in Hampstead in NW London in winter, and
resumed summer classes for an International coterie of students in the
seaside resort towns of Spa and Knokke sur Mere in Belgium.
Flesch’s classes were distinctive, legendary and well described by Ida
Haendel7, Yfra Neaman16 and Margaret Campbell3. They were
developed in the informal atmosphere of Baden-Baden, in his home,
and the format was retained in subsequent summer spas in Belgium,
and in London. Lessons were “open” i.e. in the presence of fellow
pupils, visiting musicians or interested others, a precursor to the
master class of today: Flesch thought it beneficial to play to an
audience, the more so to a critical audience. He encouraged each
student to develop individuality: no two students had an identical
style. Bow placement and shifting using an intermediate note received
special attention as did the Carl Flesch system of scales - the “Daily
Prayers”17. Each student was given a notebook so that comments from
the day’s lesson could be reviewed at home. Three to four pupils were
taught each morning according to a predetermined timetable with a
distinct hierarchy the weakest pupil first, at 10 o’clock, the strongest
last at 12:15. The student played the music from beginning to end,
Flesch the while with the piano part on his lap, wearing patent leather
shoes and a velvet smoking jacket, smoking a cigar. He took notes
during the lesson, students had at least one rehearsal the day prior
and he was notoriously sarcastic.18 He accepted Yfrah Neaman in 1937
at two-and-half guineas for 45 minutes.
At lunch after Yosi’s first lesson Flesch said he did not think Yosi was as good as
Kraykman had reputed to which Kraykman replied “wait.”15 At the second
lesson Flesch told Yosi to play the first movement of Brahms’ third sonata in D
minor Op 108. Contrary to usual procedure Flesch took no notes but sat mouth
agape.15 After the lesson, according to Kraykman Flesch said he was the greatest
talent he had ever had.15
Let it be noted that Yosi’s assigned time for lessons famously became 12:15.
Among members attending the summer class at Spa in 1937 were Yosi, Ida
Haendel, Ginette Neveu, Stefan Kraykman, Ivry Gitlis, Joseph Segal, and Elizabeth
Lockhart. The course is said to have been 10 weeks in duration.
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Fig. 17 Spa, Summer class 1937. Those present and identifiable are (1) Carl Flesch
(2) Ginette Neveu (3) Elizabeth Lockhart (4) Yosi (5) Joseph Segal (6) Stefan Kraykman.

Kraykman, later to be known as Stefan Krayk ,1914-1999 ,was
memorialized as a virtuoso violinist, World War II ace fighter pilot,
winner of the Queen Elizabeth of Belgium international violin
competition, member of the Philadelphia Orchestra and faculty of
Oberlin College, master teacher, Professor of Music at University of
California Santa Barbara, a founder of the Santa Barbara Symphony of
which he was concertmaster and as a member of the Paganini
Quartet.19
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Fig. 18 Yosi’s passport photo for travel from Spa to London 1937.

When summer at Spa concluded in 1937 good fortune permitted Yosi and his
father to transition to London. Flesch agreed to lessons without fee; influential
and well to do people in Warsaw volunteered funds for board, lodging and clothing
as needed for as long as required; and Leon Gildesgame in particular offered full
board and lodging for a period of at least one year at his home in St. John’s Wood
in Hampstead in London, assumed medical, tutorial, accompanist and other
expenses and oversaw the procurement of a visa.
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Fig. 19 Hampstead (1) 15 Compayne Gardens, home of Carl Flesch. (2) 34 Canfield Gardens, home
of David Farrell. (3) Approximate location in the district of Swiss Cottage where Yosi and his father
lived during the Blitz. (4) Parliament Hill, final address of Yosi and his father. (5) St. John’s Wood,
affluent district in West London where Leon Gildesgame provided all initial support for Yosi and his
father and home of the Abbey Road Studios (6).

Hampstead was an area known for its intellectual, artistic, musical,
literary and liberal character, a magnet for “young talented Jewish
immigrant musicians from all over”20 and the home of the Flesch
coterie. With exception of summers Flesch lived at 34 Canfield Gardens
and photographer David Farrell across the communal garden at 15
Compayne Gardens. “The best teachers lived in or frequently visited
this part of London.”20 Ivry Gitlis and his mother, Ida Haendel and her
father and Joseph Segal also lived there.
Hampstead was, as well, where David Ben- Gurion, Chairman of the
Executive Agency of the Jewish Agency, lived, in Gaynor Mansions on
Church Row, in the summer of 1940 prior to an unsuccessful 3-month
mission to the United States to recruit a Jewish Army.21
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Numerous luminaries visited Flesch when in London and heard Yosi play – Szigeti,
Thibaud, Oistrakh, Flesch’s friend Fritz Kreisler and others. On one such occasion
Yosi played Bach’s C major sonata for Kreisler. Adela Kotowska, accompanist at
Flesch’s classes, relates that Kreisler was so mesmerized by that sound that
unwittingly he snatched and ate her sandwich.18
Yosi then played Saint Saens’ Rondo Capricioso. Adela recalls “I went to the piano
and we played it. When we finished Kreisler came to the piano and pushed me off
with an elbow saying ‘I’ll show you how to accompany it and played it all over
again. It was like there suddenly was an orchestra in the room.” Kreisler then
added, affirmed by C.F. Flesch and Adela, “a fiddler like Menuhin is born every 100
years, one like Hassid every 200 years.”18
The following day Kreisler invited Josef to the offices of Hill Brothers where his
violin collection was kept and arranged for him the loan of his J. B. Vuiillaume
violin.
**********
A Lesson with Carl Flesch
Excerpted from Jo Juda22

Translation by F.N.M. Juynboll

“In my memory there remains an unforgettable Jewish-Russian or Polish boy of
about twelve years old whom Flesch considered the greatest talent he had ever
met. His name was Josef Hassid. The boy studied with him in London. When
Hitler had come to power in Germany the Nazis had fired Flesch. He was
subsequently received in London with open arms. The lessons in which Hassid
played Mozart’s A major concerto were a revelation to everyone. Never before or
after this time have I heard Mozart in such a way and it is in vain that I look for
the words that could, if only approximately, express my feelings. Feather-light,
full of “elasticity,” with a transparent tone which blossomed and had power in it,
crystal clear, pure of intensity and at the same time intimate and full of depth.
Maybe I could write down many more qualities of this wonderful playing, but
words can never penetrate the inside…
The marvelous thing about little Josef was that for the full hundred percent he
remained a child. His parents were very poor; hence he did not possess a good
violin. Flesch lent him a fine instrument under the condition that he be very careful
with it. This was of course far easier said than done and once our teacher saw the
lad playing with a couple of other boys. They were finding out who could jump
highest and for that purpose they took ever higher garden fences. Our little
fiddler took part in this competition holding the beautiful violin of Flesch under his
arm…I was glad the latter addressed him on this during the lesson and threatened
to take away the violin if this should happen again. Everyone laughed and even
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Flesch himself had trouble to remain serious. Many times during the lessons our
Professor expressed his admiration for Kreisler. With regard to this it may be nice
to tell the following.
In the last moment of Mozart’s concerto in A there occurs a roulade/run of
sixteenth notes, which in those days was frequently played staccato in one bow,
thereby receiving something coquettish and affected. Flesch with his classical
views would have nothing of this and he always severely prohibited his pupils to
practise such a performance, which he deemed undignified of the.great
composers.
Once during a lesson little Josef was busy practising this last part of the Mozart
concerto. When at each return of the run of sixteenth notes he used that very
staccato-bow, I saw that Flesch started to get irritated. And indeed, no sooner
had the boy finished he broached the subject. How could the boy use such an
absurd and unartistic bow; with such inferior methods he would not come very far
in his career, he (Flesch) had taught him other things, hadn’t he etc. etc. At the
end of this harangue our teacher asked the lad what or who had given him the
idea to practise such a frivolous bowing in Mozart.
‘Did you ever see a really serious violinist use this kind of bowing?’
‘Yes Professor.’
‘Who?’
‘Kreisler.’
A Homeric laughter burst out. At first Flesch did not know whether to join in the
laughter or to get angry, after all, Fritz Kreisler whom he adored so very much
himself! Apparently, he had not noticed that this eminent violinist used this
bowing, which he thought so superficial, in the finale of the Mozart concerto. In
any case, our teacher could not maintain that only a dilettante bungler practiced
this bowing. I have never seen Flesch so embarrassed as at that particular
moment. Hilarity maintained itself unabated for some time and finally he joined in
the laughter. This was surely the best thing he could do. The boy looked around
with a victor’s face as if triumphant in a battle.
Yet another time the brilliant twelve-year-old lad supplied a cheerful note. He still
understood very little English and hardly spoke it. Flesch constantly urged upon
him that he had to master the language as quickly as he could since he lived in
England and surely he had to understand everything that was said in the lessons.
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Once Flesch explained to him something complicated. The boy nodded incessantly
as if to make clear he completely followed him.
‘Did you understand?’
‘Yes Sir’.
‘What did I say?’
‘Oh yes …uh…’
‘What did I say?’
‘I…I…I did not understand’.
Another hilarious outburst of laughter. “
Juda Juda, known as Jo Juda, 1909-1985, was a Dutch violinist. He
studied with Carl Flesch in Berlin in 1930-1931 and was Concertmaster
of the Amsterdam Concertgebouw Orchestra from 1963 to 1974. He
was one of three brothers, Arnold an accomplished pianist and Charles
a promising cellist. He was as well concertmaster of multiple
orchestras, a conductor with many premieres, a composer and an
esteemed pedagogue. A daughter is an eminent violinist and violist.
Notable are the four volumes of his memoires. The second, “Voor de
dusisternis viel,” “Before the Darkness Fell,” is the source of his stories
about Yosi. The third, “Jantje Paganini,” his nickname, describes his
experiences when in 1940 along with others he was imprisoned by the
Nazis in Buchenwald in retaliation for the internment of Germans in
the Dutch East Indies. His father and his brother Charles died in
Auschwitz in 1943 and 1944 respectively.
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**********
On March 9, 1938 Gildesgame introduced Yosi at his home in St. John’s Wood,
Yosi’s first public appearance in London. He was accompanied on the piano by
Ivor Newton.

Fig. 20 The Times Saturday March 12, 1938

Fig. 21 Paired articles: a review by F. Bonavia of a recital June 29 published in The Daily Telegraph
June 30, 1938; paired with a review by a special correspondent written March 10, 1938 describing
the Gildesgame “At Home.”
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Both Flesch and Gildesgame were offended by what they perceived as excessive
praise in the review from the special correspondent.

Fig. 22 The Daily Sketch June 29, 1938.

Ferruccio Bonavia 1877-1950 violinist, member of Halle Orchestra,
from 1920 until death a music critic of the London Daily Telegraph,
author of Musicians in Elysium, Musicians on Music, Verdi, Mozart and
Rossini.
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Fig. 23 Knokke, summer class 1938.

Fig. 25 Yosi, Knokke, summer1938

Fig. 24 Yosi, Knokke, summer 1938

Fig. 26 Yosi and Yehoshua, Knokke, summer 1938

Fig. 27 Yosi,Yehoshua and Adela Kotowska, Knokke,summer 1938
Fig. 28 Yosi, Eric Rosenblith and Adela, summer of 1938 or 1939
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The Flesch summer course in 1938 was in the affluent Belgian resort town of
Knokke along the North Sea bordering the Netherlands. It began after mid -June.
Conflict of the Sassoon recital with the start of Flesch’s summer course in Belgium
did not go unnoticed. In fact, it was one of a number of issues that permeated
courtly but testy correspondence between Flesch and Gildesgame July 4 – July 8
each pledging Yosi’s welfare as the highest priority, reconciling the responsibilities
of Flesch as musical and of Gildesgame as financial and material, and with mutual
commitment to promotional restraint. It was agreed that Yosi’s fee for an
appearance should be at minimum 20 gns.
Yosi gave a number of private recitals in England during this period at the
residences of wealthy oft titled patrons gaining confidence, experience and
exposure. Logistics required interruption of attendance at the course and
provision of transportation and lodging. In one instance a half hour recital was
given on the evening of July 14 at the Chillum Castle of Sir Edmund Davies in
Kent. Correspondence discloses weighing whether Yosi would stay overnight at the
Castle with return the next day across The Channel to Belgium, to Ostend, or,
alternatively, whether he would stay at Gildesgames’s home in Hampstead from
the 13th to the 15th at which time Gildesgame would send him by boat to Ostend
and Knokke. Yosi was paid 25 gns. plus expenses.23
**********

1939 began auspiciously for Yosi. It was to be the year of his debut. His privately
sponsored recitals were attracting increasing attention and, although he did not
yet have name recognition based on concert stage exposure, or even have had a
public recital, the Gramophone Company granted him a trial recording session.
The result was highly acclaimed.
The recording, Elgar’s La Capricieuse Op 17, was made Jamuary 9, 1939 in No. 3
Studio Abbey Road. exactly one month after Yosi’s true 16th birthday, the
recording possibly but a single take. The accompanist was Ivor Newton.
“The results were so favourable that it was suggested that Yosi should embark
immediately upon a series of recordings and public appearances. Impresario
Harold Holt, however, as Yosi’a agent, resisted, considering it ‘advisable to let him
go on with his studies for a little while yet.’”24
The producer and enabler was Fred Gaisberg, the first recording
engineer for the Gramophone Company, a visionary of musical
technology who conceived and supervised the construction of Abbey
Road Studios.
The summer course of 1939 was held again at Knokke-sur-Mer. Some of
the participants in addition to Yosi were Ivry Gitlis, Ida Haendel and Eric
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Rosenblith. Eric, born in Vienna, moved at an early age to Berlin then to
Paris where, as a child prodigy, he studied with Jacques Thibault. Eric and
Yosi were close friends for 2 years including the summer at Knokke and Eric
recalled that his mother was fond of Yosi and his father, finding his father
gentlemanly and not overbearing. Eric further recalled that Flesch, who had
no upbow staccato, would pointedly tell a particular pupil also so unequipped
“do it like Josef’s – Josef show her.”25

Fig. 29 Left to right, Yosi, Ida Haendel, Carl Flesch and two unidentified persons, Belgium,1939

Fig. 30 First professional photo, Knokke, summer 1939
with his name spelled, as far as is known, for the first time as Josef Hassid.
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**********
Suddenly the bliss of summer and the promise of 1939 terminated. The course,
intended to last into September, disbanded in August under the threat of war.
Eric and family embarked from Paris for New York in August. World
War 2 broke out while they were on the sea. He debuted at Town Hall
in 1941, and thereafter was concertmaster of the Indianapolis and San
Antonio Symphony Orchestras, was esteemed tireless Chairman of the
String Department of the New England Conservatory of Music for 25
years, cofounded and served as artistic director of the International
Musical Arts Institute of Fryeburg Maine, performed in his own and
the Jordan and Brandon String Quartets and the Fidelio Trio,
premiered and recorded many new works by American composers,
translated Flesch’s Art of Violin Playing, wrote “Ah, You Play the Violin
… “ Thoughts Along the Path to Musical Artistry, and cofounded the
International Musical Arts Institute summer music festival in Fryeburg,
Maine.
Flesch left London for Den Haag to fulfill a number of concert
engagements in Holland, Holland at the time being neutral.
He would never return. Accepting an invitation to give a course of
lessons he stayed and he and his wife, as Jews, were trapped when
the Nazis invaded Holland on May 10, 1940, following which he was
forbidden to teach, play, or exit and he and his wife lost their German
and Hungarian nationality.
Colleagues obtained reinstatement of his Hungarian nationality and he
was permitted to leave Holland and pass through wartime Germany
and enter Hungary.
The climate for Jews in Hungary also hostile, with assistance from
Ernest Ansermet he assumed his final position heading the violin class
at the new Lucerne Conservatoire in Switzerland, where he taught and
played happily for the remaining one and one half years of his life. He
died November 15, 1944.26
“it is a well known and undisputed fact that the high standard of violin
playing today is absolutely unthinkable without the powerful and
lasting influence which Carl Flesch exercised through his researches
writings and teaching.”26
The influence of Flesch was affirmed from 1945 to 1992 by the
establishment of the Carl Flesch International Violin Competition in
London under multiple auspices including The Guildhall School of Music
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and Drama and The City of London Festival. Within that competition
the Josef Hassid Memorial Prize was awarded for the best performance
of a Bach Partita commemorating Josef’s renown in playing Bach: “In
unaccompanied Bach (his) violin doesn’t sound like a violin. It sounds
like an organ.”8
Highly regarded pianist Adela Kotowska was born in Lvov October 1st,
1908. She excelled in her studies in Lvov and Berlin, studied
counterpoint with Paul Hindemith, played for classes of leading violin
pedagogues and ballet schools as well, and in 1937 assumed
permanent residence in London. From 1937 to 1939 she was
accompanist for the Master Classes of Flesch in his London Studio and,
in summer, on the Belgian coast. She contributed profoundly to ¥osi’s
professional development: “Adela had the whole violinistic repertoire
at her fingertips and was capable of playing it any time, night or day.27
“Herr Flesch could be a stern pedagogue at times – even Hassid
sometimes came out in tears. I had to console him by constantly
reminding him that one learns from corrections, not from praise. How
could I tell him, poor soul, that, often, after making an observation,
Flesch would lean over to the piano and whisper to me, in German,
‘Isn’t he fantastic?!”27
In 1938 Adela met and married former Flesch pupil Felix Vandyl a
violinist, teacher and prominent violin dealer who, as mentioned
earlier, in 1933, then known as Efraim Sznajderman, taught Yosi
music theory when Yosi studied at the State Conservatory of Music in
Warsaw.
At the personal level, as well, Adela was an important figure in Yosi’s
otherwise motherless life and, together, Adela and Felix selflessly
cared for Yosi during his later tragic illness. Her “unceasing interest
and involvement with the work and problems of the many artists with
whom she collaborated” was unique.”27
Nazi Germany invaded Poland on September 1. On September 3
Britain declared war on Germany.
Midst the outbreak of World War II; bereft of Flesch, his anchor; without a teacher
or a replacement; and soon to face the emigration of his patron Leon Gildesgame
to the United States, Yosi returned with his father to London to a small apartment
in Swiss Cottage in Hampstead. His much-anticipated debut was postponed.
Leon L. Gildesgame 1895-1989 was born in Sompolno Poland. In
England from autumn 1937 until 1940 he was Yosi’s patron,
benefactor and de facto agent. He was a figure larger than life and
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part of history, with a range of international industrial, business and
philanthropic, especially Jewish, communal interests including support
of talented young musicians. He served with the Zion Mule Corps of
the British Army and the RAF in WW I, earned a Gallipoli Star Medal of
the Ottoman Empire and trained cadets of the Russian Provisional
Government in England in 1917. In June 1940 he emigrated from
England, remarried and moved to Mt. Kisko, N.Y. recreating his
business, philanthropy and community service in the United States
where he lived until his death April 30, 1989. He was the elder of two
brothers, the younger, Pierre 1903-1981, also an active industrialist
and philanthropist in London, and President of the Maccabi World
Union.
**********
A new figure is to play a dominant role in Yosi’s professional and personal life,
Harold Holt, self-described as “England’s most important impresario.”
Yosi’s first concert under Holt, at the actual age of 16, was his debut recital at
Wigmore Hall on April 3, 1940. His accompanist was the eminent Gerald Moore.
The program was formidable. His performance showed imagination and musical
insight, that of a “mature artist.” The first piece on the program was Schubert’s G
minor Sonatina: Yosi’s copy of the score displayed Yosi’s “detailed and fastidious
dynamic directions.”28

Fig. 31 Debut Recital April 3, 1940
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Fig. 32 Review of Debut The Times April 4, 1940
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April 2, 1940 Hitler signed the order for the German invasion of
Denmark and Norway.29
His second concert, his orchestral debut, was three weeks later, April 25, 1940, at
Queen’s Hall for the Polish Relief Fund. The orchestra was the London
Phiharmonic conducted by Gregory Fitelberg formerly conductor of the Warsaw
Radio Orchestra and himself a refugee.
Nervous at the outset with a tentative beginning “he grasped Tchaikovsky’s
bravura style boldly. The beauty of his tone in the lyrical slow movement was
striking, and the brilliance of the finale earned him the generous applause which
the large audience accorded him.”

Fig. 33 Tchaikovsky with LPO Review The Times April 26, 1940
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Ida Haendel discusses this period and this concert in her autobiography. She first
notes the dismay of her family upon seeing the public announcement of Yosi’s
debut, a revelation indicative that Harold Holt was managing not just one (Ida)
but two child protégés. Nonetheless “we all went to Joseph’s concert, and when
we saw him step on to the stage, a charming figure with unruly black hair and
modest manner, we knew he would win all hearts. He played brilliantly, and we
were surprised to read lukewarm notices of the concert the following day..”7
Commenting further on his orchestral debut with Fitelberg she describes that she
was in fact scheduled for that concert and was preparing for it when “one morning
I was idly scanning the concert-page of the Daily Telegraph when two names
caught my eye: Georg Fitelberg and Joseph Hassid” for appearance in that concert
on the date of her engagement. Although crushed that she had been
unceremoniously displaced by Yosi she decided nevertheless to attend the concert.
Halfway through the Tchaikovsky concerto Yosi suffered a memory lapse. He
quickly recovered without further trouble and the concert was a notable success.7
Some might speculate that the soloists were switched because Yosi and Fitelberg
were fellow Polish Nationals. Ironically, it has been said that during rehearsal each
found the other inflexible.
On July 24th Harold Holt inquired whether a cousin who lived in the United States
might be able to offer asylum for Yosi and his father and Yosi’s resumption of
study in America for the duration of the war. Follow up correspondence is not
available.
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Fig. 34-36 Harold Holt Letter to A. Susskind
July 24, 1940: Yosi and the United States
**********

1940 was also particularly notable for the creation of Yosi’s recording legacy which
has especial importance in view of how few people were to have the opportunity to
witness his mere five concert performances and how few would be his recordings.
Tragically, Yosi’s professional performance career would last but 11 months, April
1940 to March 1941, concluding at age 18, supplemented by a legacy of but four
recordings, genre pieces lasting less than 29 minutes consisting of eight 78 rpm
sides. Recordings were made by Walter Legge of EMI June 12, 1940, June 28,
1940 and November 29, 1940 in No. 3 Studio, Abbey Road, The accompanist, as
in Yosi’s debut recital, was Gerald Moore. The selections, which may be heard on
the Internet, were
Elgar: La Capricieuse, Op.17
Tchaikovsky: Melodie, Op. 42, No. 3
Massenet: Meditation from Act 2 of Thais
Dvorak, arr. Kreisler:Humoreske, Op. 101, No.7
Sarasate;Playera, Op.23 No.1
Sarasate:Zapateado, Op.23 No.2
Achron(trans.), Hebrew Melody
Kreisler:Caprice viennois, Op.2
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Recorded
Recorded
Recorded
Recorded
Recorded
Recorded
Recorded
Recorded

June 12,1940
June 12,1940
November 29, 1940
November 29, 1940
June 28, 1940
June 12, 1940
November 29, 1940
November 29, 1940

May 24 to May 28, 1940 members of the British War Cabinet debated
whether to negotiate with Hitler or continue the war.
Following the recording session Yosi commented to Felix Vandyl “Oh Felix,
gramophone records are a swindle- they made me sound like a genius.”28 Years
later Walter Legge, with 3500 or so recordings of separate works to his credit, is
reputed to have said that Yosi was one of the greatest talents he had ever
recorded.10
Walter Legge 1906-1979, legendary record producer, also was founder
of the Philharmonia orchestra.

Fig. 37 EMI HMV Portrait approx. 1940

Gerald Moore commented about Yosi on multiple occasions. “Then there was Josef
Hassid, the greatest instrumental genius I ever partnered. I don’t know how to
explain his incandescence. He had technical perfection, marvelous intonation,
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glorious tone – but there was something about that which was quite incredible, a
metaphysical quality.29
In a letter to Margaret Campbell dated 2 December 1978 Moore wrote: “I first met
Josef Hassid recording for H.M.V. and was at once struck by his genius. He was a
very reserved – not to say shy – boy and had no self-confidence except when he
had his violin under his chin. I played for him in several Wigmore Hall recitals and
a few broadcasts. As I said in my memoirs ‘Am I too loud?’ he was incandescent.
When rehearsing, his concentration was as fierce and well -focused as a virtuoso
of maturity. I say this advisedly for we rehearsed several times for one London
recital when I was moving house and my goods and chattels were ‘housed’
temporarily in the large house of a friend – tables, tall-boys, chests, desks,
pianoforte, crates of china – all in a medley. Nothing disturbed him,”30
From another comment by Moore “one is always a learner. Age makes no
difference and if anybody can open the door and shed a new light on things, I
gracefully accept the fresh air and the illumination. I found this with the boy
violinist, Josef Hassid, and I find it now with Fischer-Dieskau.”31
A like comment was penned by Hugh McLeave regarding Yosi and Moore: “ignore
the metronome, vary the tempo, seek the shape of each phrase, that’s what
Hassid did and taught Moore, without saying as much.”32
In like vein Felix Vandyl “recalls meeting Flesch coming out of a
classroom when Hassid had just played the Tchaikovsky Concerto.
Flesch said to him: ‘I’ve never heard anything like it. It’s remarkable.
I have played this concerto in public for over 50 years – I even have
my own edition of it. But since this boy has studied with me, I have
actually changed some bowings because I like the way he does
them.’”10
Again Moore. “Hassid indeed, with the possible exception of Menuhin, was the
most brilliant youngster I have ever heard. He was the Fischer-Dieskau of
violinists – incandescent.“31
Gerald Moore 1899-1987 piano accompanist without peer or,
borrowing from his lexicon, “Olympian” accompanist.
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**********
The recordings were acclaimed and have so remained to the present, eight
decades later.
Thus, Lewin said in 1971 of the recordings, excerpted in the following five
paragraphs. “Take the closing page of the ‘Hebrew Melody’ with its distant
background of violin trills. It is not just the incredible speed of his fingering, there
may have been violinists almost as good as Hassid at this, I rather doubt it, but
that is not the point. When Hassid plays you are no longer conscious of a piece of
dexterity, only of his strange sound, something you never heard before,
something that does not belong to the violin, a sublimation of violin tone. Like
everything Hassid does it is completely divorced from every suggestion of effort…
Or take the ‘Capriceuse’ – how lovely it is when Hassid plays it; and when he plays
on the G string he ravishes your very senses. Listen also to that penultimate bar
and the sudden leap to top B on the G string at something approaching the speed
of light – that is a Hassid miracle.
Try also, if you can resist his blandishments, to concentrate on Hassid’s violin
lesson to us in his ‘Zapateado’. Most violinists treat this as a barnstorming
tarantella, hurtling through it as if the devil himself were after them. Not Hassid.
Hassid has technique enough and to spare to make every violinist in the world
sound like a beginner, but his timing is exquisitely considered, and just before the
recapitulation he brings the music to a standstill, caressing it as if he cannot bear
to leave it.
That stroking touch – you can hardly give it such a matter of fact name as bowing
– is a piece of Hassidism that elevates the Humoresque from its sentimental
entanglement into a thing of beauty, an allurement of sound that forbids analysis.
Let us however try to take into the violin laboratory one tiny mosaic of Hassid.
Listen to that little figure in the Zapateado where the four-note left hand pizzicato
runs down to the open D. Yes, we can all do it, and feel clever fellows as it comes
off. But when Hassid plays it there is a peculiar sound effect, nothing like the
slightly violent and ungainly unevenness of left hand pizzicato; instead it has been
transformed into another Hassid revelation, a new irridium of the rainbow, another
novel piece of violin delight
He does not belong to any school, he is not the product of a teacher or a system,
he is only Hassid. He is incomparable, a law unto himself, not to be judged by
ordinary standards…. let us only consider the incontrovertible evidence, the four
records that he made.”28
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Robert Lewin 1906-1998 studied violin as a youth with Leopold Auer,
led amateur orchestras, was an able chamber music player, a world
renown expert on string instruments and contributed to Strad
magazine for many years.
Samuel Lipman published a commentary on the recordings in 198733. The title,
“The violinist of the age,” speaks for itself. While acknowledging that the
repertory in the recordings comprised merely encore pieces, he wrote “Here, as
Hassid indulges in superhuman flights of lightness, grace and ease, one senses
immediately that his playing is beyond style, beyond taste, beyond technique. Put
another way, so fully formed and perfect is Hassid’s style, taste and technique that
he directs our attention away from the earthly world of performance toward some
metaphysical realm of tone.”33
Samuel Lipman 1934-1994 concert pianist music critic of Commentary,
activist writer and lecturer and publisher of “The New Criterion” from
its inception in 1982 until his death.
Bryan Crimp in sensitive liner notes accompanying LP and CD versions of the
recordings said that the latter “reveal a prodigious musicality. The moment Hassid
puts bow to string he beguiles the ear via a captivating and uniquely individual
sound (the hallmark of a truly great fiddler!), a peerless technique and an
arresting and frequently original interpretative approach. His technical security
and cleanness of attack are awesome, his tone at once vibrant, virile and
indescribably pure and sweet. His right arm is capable not only of rare feats of
staccato and spiccato but of spinning the most expansive and seamless of
phrases; indeed the artistry of his phrasing breathes new life into the most abused
piece. Equally impressive and exceptionally rare in one so young is his deep
musical and stylistic understanding. Though an impassioned player, Hassid firmly
distinguishes between sentiment and sentimentality.”24
Brian Crimp 2019 is retired from EMI and the recording industry where
he had special interest in reinstating historic recordings. He
established the acclaimed historic record label APR.
Among the recordings ”Hebrew Melody” composed by Joseph Achron in particular
has acquired immortal identification with Yosi. Achron was among the many
notables who visited Carl Flesch in London and Adela Vandyl recalls a reception at
Gildesgame’s house for Achron, believed to be in 1939, as reminiscent of the
legendary visit by Fritz Kreisler to Flesch described earlier. “Yosi and I played the
piece through. Like Kreisler, at the end Achron came to the piano and asked if he
could play for Josef. ‘I am the composer. May I introduce myself? Do you mind if
I play it with him?’”18
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Iosif Yulyevich Akhron (1886-1943) was born in Lozdzieje Lithuania
(then part of Russian Poland, now Lazdijai Lithuania) 51 km east of
Suwalki, Josef Hassid’s native shtetl. He was the eldest son of an
amateur violinist and precentor. A child protegy, he has been variably
reported to have written his first simple tune at age 2 and, at age 7,
his first composition. At age 5 his father moved the entire family to
Warsaw so that Joseph could take violin lessons at the Warsaw
Conservatory and at age 13 to St. Petersburg to study with Leopold
Auer.
He was a member of a group of intellectuals in Russia who in the early
20th century strove to establish a new school of Jewish national music
culminating in 1909 in the formation of the Society for Jewish Folk
Music in St. Petersburg. In 1911 Isaya Knorosowsky, head of the
Society, after a symphony concert in which Serge Koussevitzky was
the conductor and Achron was the violin soloist, invited Achron to
become a member of the music committee of the Society. Impressed,
the very same night Achron went home and composed his first Jewish
opus in just one-half hour, the “Hebrew Melody,” or, in Russian, the”
Jewish Melody.” The main theme is a melody he heard as a child in a
synagogue in Warsaw which he had remembered, and which captures
the essence of Biblical Cantillation (chanting of Holy Scriptures), a
fundamental of ancient Hebrew music. It was first performed in 1912.
Achron was widely traveled and respected as a violinist and composer ever
preoccupied with Jewish elements. In 1925 he emigrated to the United States
successively to Chicago, New York and finally Los Angeles. His close friend Arnold
Schoenberg described him as “one of the most underrated of modern composers.”
He died at age 56 on April 29, 1953, predeceased by his younger brother,
distinguished pianist and principal accompanist for Jascha Heifetz 1923-1933.
**********
The fourth and last session of recordings by Yosi and Gerald Moore included the
iconic Hebrew Melody. Like the others, it took place in No. 3 Studio, Abbey Road.
The date was November 29, 1940 which was 4 days after the inaugural concert of
the Orchestra of the Warsaw Ghetto in the Warsaw Ghetto. The state-of-the-art
Abbey Road Studios starkly contrasted with the plight of the starving pitifully
equipped Orchestra of the Ghetto, which included Daniel Krakowski and others of
Yosi’s former peers, fated for Treblinka.
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Fig. 38 The Daily Telegraph Front Page November 29, 1940

The Abbey Road Studios which opened in 1931 were conceived and
their construction was supervised by Fred Gaisberg the first recording
engineer for the Gramophone Company. Gaisberg was a visionary of
musical technology and was the producer of Yosi’s trial recording in
January of 1939, in which year he retired.
September 7, 1940 - May 11, 1941 marked the period of the London
Blitz.
Four recordings were made during this period, including Hebrew
Melody.
Yosi’s third concert was on January 5, 1941 at Queen’s Hall where he performed
Beethoven’s violin concerto with Sir Adrian Boult and the London Philharmonic
Orchestra.
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Fig. 39 Beethoven with LPO Review The Times January 8, 1941

The transition from 1940 to 1941 brought momentous change. At the time, Yosi
and his father lived in Swiss Cottage in Hampstead. Between October 7, 1940 and
June 6, 1941 41 high explosive bombs were dropped on Swiss Cottage. The
bombing caused noteworthy damage to their apartment but Yosi steadfastly
resisted his father’s entreaties to shelter in safety with him in the underground
choosing instead to stay “alone without light in that very miserable apartment.” 34,18
It was a time of great challenge: the outbreak of World War II; the Blitz; the
abrupt and permanent departure of Carl Flesch; the sudden emigration of Leon
Gildesgame to America; and deterioration of the relationship of Yosi and Elizabeth
Lockhart.
Regarding the latter, in 1937, short of age 14, Yosi fell in love with another
student in Carl Flesch’s summer class at Spa, Elizabeth Lockhart.28,,3 In the years
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that followed they frolicked in a happy relationship. Adela Vandyl recalls them
walking hand in hand on Hampstead Heath. “This was his first love. Romeo and
Juliet ….” 18
In January 1941, however, their relationship deteriorated and Elizabeth left
London for Cambridge. They corresponded and at the end of January Yosi, in
writing, proposed marriage and went to Cambridge without his father’s knowledge.
Yosi was Jewish and 3 years younger. Elizabeth was Christian, Scottish, charming,
sophisticated and good looking. Whether both families were opposed or one was
primarily responsible their relationship terminated.
Elizabeth Lockhart 12 January 1921 – 30 December 1999 m. Anatole
Fistoulari 5 April 1957. Well known, her career included amongst
others performances in Scotland and London including Wigmore Hall,
with Gerald Moore, and with the BBC. She partnered with Fistoulari
and the London Symphony Orchestra on an MGM LP recording of
Ravel’s Tzigane and Chausson’s Poeme. Both Elizabeth and her
husband were among founding members of the memorial society
FRIENDS of JOSEF HASSID.

Fig. 40 Elizabeth Lockhart
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**********

Yosi’s fourth concert was on March 1, 1941, a performance of the Brahms violin
concerto with the Sidney Beer orchestra also at Queen’s Hall. The concert proved
historic in light of the circumstances described below, conflicting reviews and
reports, and erroneous belief that it was his last.
The Sydney Beer orchestra, named after its namesake conductor and founder, was
a small mix of about 30 accomplished orchestral and band professionals, including
8 members of the Blech and Hirsch string quartets, offering a series of Saturday
afternoon concerts in wartime London in the first 3 months of 1941.
Felix Vandyl met Yosi’s father on the day of the concert. Yehoshua related that he
could not bring himself to go to the concert. “I dare not go- do you know Joseph
has not touched his violin for a whole month.?”28

Fig. 41 Brahms March 1, 1941 Sidney Beer Orchestra Queen’s Hall Review of F. Bonavia

Notwithstanding his father’s concern, the reviewer F.B. (Ferrucio Bonavia) stated
“His technique was equal to the most exacting demands of the composition and his
intonation was irreproachable” and Robert Lewin and Margaret Campbell reported
that Bonavia said it was far and away the finest Brahms he had ever heard.28,10
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Fig. 42 Brahms March 1, 1941 Sidney Beer Orchestra Queen’s Hall Anonymous Reviewer

In contrast, the anonymous critic in this review was severely critical of Yosi and
the orchestra and condescending toward the conductor.
There is yet a third report. In 2001 Professor Yfrah Neaman wrote “Yes, I met
Josef almost every day when we studied together with Professor Carl Flesch in
London…in those days and at our age as early teenagers I thought that he was a
cherubic-looking boy with curly black hair whose talent was of the most
outstanding quality and whose playing was truly enchanting. Carl Flesch thought
the world of him and beamed with satisfaction at every lesson that Josef played.
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I was in the Queen’s Hall, in the audience, when Josef played his last and tragic
concert: a performance with orchestra of the Brahms Violin Concerto. During the
first movement, when he reached page 5 of the violin score, he stopped and
looked around him in bewilderment. He resumed playing from that place but
within two or three minutes stopped again and was escorted backstage.”35
Yfrah Neaman 13 February 1923 – 4 January 2003 eminent violinist
and pedagogue, was born in Sidon, Lebanon to Jewish parents from
Palestine. At age 9 he moved to Paris to study at the Paris
Conservatoire and at age 14 became the youngest ever to win the
Premier Prix. He was accepted by Carl Flesch at age 14 in 1937 and
left when he was 16, dates coincident with Yosi. He also studied with
Max Rostal and Jacques Thibault. He taught at the Guildhall School of
Music from 1962 to 2003 as Professor of Violin and, among many
titles, as Head of the Strings Department.
A German incendiary bomb destroyed Queen’s Hall on May 10, 1941, 7
weeks after Yosi’s concert.
**********
Yehoshua’s concerns were prescient. In fact, Yehoshua dated the onset of Yosi’s
mental illness to February 1941, a date coincident with the dissolution of Yosi and
Elizabeth’s relationship. “I noticed his disposition changed completely. He became
terribly unnerved in spite of the fact that he was still giving public concerts with
the Philharmonic Orchestra in Queen’s Hall. Soon after he began walking the
streets in evening dress at odd times. He tried to attack me, and began talking
against Jews and denied that he was a Jew. He used to stand in front of the
mirror and make all sorts of grimaces, and to laugh aloud at all times. He began
changing his clothes many times during the day. He denied that his records were
his own.”4
In an ironic epilogue Felix Vandyl in later years expressed his still simmering
consternation concerning the long delay before Bonavia acknowledged that “Hassid
was mad when he played the Brahms concerto being in bed for about 6 weeks not
touching the fiddle.”8
As noted, the concert, Yosi’s fourth, was not his last. On the following day, March
2, 1941, in a little-known concert with a different orchestra and conductor, Yosi
performed the Brahms violin concerto again, this time under the sponsorship of
the Liverpool Philharmonic Society.
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Fig. 43 Brahms March 3, 1941 Liverpool Philharmonic Society

The critic wrote that “Hassid proceeded to give a magnificently assured
performance of the Brahms concerto.“
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**********
Slightly more than 3 months later, on June 19, 1941, Yosi was admitted to Saint
Andrews Hospital in Northhampton. Initial costs were assumed by Harold Holt;
later costs were solicited from friends and admirers. In a letter to the hospital
superintendent on the day before admission Holt wrote “…he is nothing short of a
violinistic genius and of such exceptional quality that we want to make the
greatest effort possible to cure him. I particularly would like to stress that he is
most exceptional and might have – had this illness not developed – been one of
the greatest figures in the “violinistic world.”
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Fig. 44-49 Harold Holt Letters to St.Andrews Hozpital 1941-1942
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On May 2, 1942 he was released to London in the company of his father and
Harold Holt, therapy overall having comprised 60 insulin induced comas and 25
electrically induced convulsions.
Lewin wrote…” his playing is more incredible and wonderful than ever before. Yet
there is some streak in it now that goes beyond understanding, an odd description
of him playing a tremendously difficult work like the Ernst concerto, deliberately
disrupting and multiplying its technical hurdles by ten, changing its double
stopping into three and four note chords, fantastically converting the slashing
single note runs into octaves and tenths, almost as if to torture himself with his
fabulous mastery, to conquer and destroy it.28
Adela commented that for the first time he could sight read and perform down
bow staccato equal to his prodigious upbow flying staccato,18
His father wrote “He used to visit a certain pianist, and on several occasions in
November 1942 he played sonatas with the skill and technique of a virtuoso.
Everybody there admired him, because he had not practiced for nearly two years.
After several such occasions he returned the violin to its owner, broke his own
bows to pieces, collected all his other things and then threw them into the river,
and then came to stay with me.”4
In severe relapse, he was hospitalized at Moorcroft House Hillingdon, Middlesex
December 12, 1942 – July 13, 1943. A course of insulin therapy was ineffectual.
Nine letters are known written by his father to Long Grove Hospital dating from
July 10, 1941 to July 19, 1943. From the last, in addition to previously cited
comments, are the following remarks.
“19 Parliament Hill
London. N.W.
19th July, 1943
...It is true that he was always very obstinate and all his demands had to be
satisfied. One could only make him carry out wishes by gentle persuasion. As a
child of seven years he would fight with his elder brother and then go out
threatening to drown himself in the river. My wife and I once found him there on
the river-bank and managed to persuade him to return home. …
From his eighth year he read a great deal, and was interested not only in his
violin-playing – which he began at the age of five and a half – but also in all
political matters. He read a few newspapers daily and always had a highly logical
mind, quite unlike that of a child. …
At the age of 14 I brought him to London, so that he might study with
Professor Flesch, who was much impressed with his musical intelligence. Even at
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Prof. Flesch’s lessons Josef showed his obstinacy and often did not agree with his
directions. …
The famous Kreisler, in 1939, once heard him play at Prof. Flesch’s and said his
was the greatest young violin talent he had heard. Prof. Flesch complained to
Kreisler of the boy’s obstinacy and Kreisler said it was good and showed
individuality. …”
Following further regression in behavior and threats of suicide, on July 13, 1943 he
was transferred to Long Grove Hospital Epsom, Surrey where, during the next
seven years he remained, psychotic. He died November 7, 1950 following
bilateral prefrontal leucotomies on October 20 complicated by acute suppurative
Pyocyaneus meningitis.
Yehoshua, Yosi’s father, died of cancer involving the stomach and liver on
December 1, 1943.

Fig. 50 Death Certificate of Owsiej (Yehoshua) Chasyd, Yosi’s father

Harold Holt 1885-1953, self-described and generally considered as
perhaps England’s most important impresario of the time, served Yosi
as agent and benefactor from 1940 to 1943.
Addendum
Two books, both historical fictions, one available for purchase on the internet, the
other published in hard copy, depict the life of Josef Hassid.
The former entitled “Hebrew Melody,” by Hugh McLeave, was released in
approximately 1988 and comprises flashbacks during the last 19 days of his life in
a mental hospital as he emerges from surgery for schizophrenia.32 The flashbacks
include authentic as well as fictional substance. McLeave dedicated “Hebrew
Melody” to Adela Vandyl,18 a primary source of his material.
“Song of Names” by Noman Lebrecht, published in 2002, is an imaginative
mystery with abundant authentic recapture of Josef’s wartime milieu.36
Unwittingly, evil spirits are in play in each. Yehoshua, Josef’s father believed that
Josef was inhabited by a dibbuk32 and, quoting Lebrecht “the greater the musician,
the closer he communes with the source of evil.36
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Epilogue
Michael Josef Chasyd, Josef Hassid, Yosi, was a fleeting violin genius and legend
whose recording legacy of 8 genre pieces lasting less than 29 minutes, recorded in
1940, occupies a unique and immortal place in violin history. Yosi was felled by
schizophrenia at the age of 18.
Schizophrenia is a psychiatric condition characterized by disruption of a patient’s
thoughts, affect, function and perception of reality.
Schizophrenia manifests varied clinical pictures. Involved may be an array of
chemical, genetic, neurodevelopmental, social or environmental factors that
influence, predispose to, or trigger its appearance.
Yosi was universally admired and liked, “a sunny youngster enjoying life”;28
mischievous and playful.22 Modest, self-effacing, of even temperament and
puckish, he possessed a precocious intellect, was a quick learner and possessed a
colossal memory. Apparent casualness and seemingly effortless feats belied
relentless practicing and preparation - a meticulous perfectionist and workaholic –
qualities, however, which may explain a relatively poor ability to sight read. He
possessed a sensitive nature and enthusiastically helped and admired others
including competitors.
Were there forewarnings in Yosi’s life history? According to his father he was very
obstinate since childhood, and “all his demands had to be satisfied.” Again
according to his father, after a fight with his brother he would threaten to drown
himself in the river On three occasions he suffered a memory lapse, generally
considered brief, during public performance: at the Wieniawski Competition in
1935, in a performance of the Tchaikovsky concerto April 25, 1940 and in the
performance of the Brahms concerto in Queen’s Hall on March 1, 1941. There was
no overt evidence of emotional dysfunction until, following a thwarted love
relationship at age 18, in February 1941 there was abrupt onset of psychosis.
Might stress predispose to, unmask or trigger schizophrenia?
Yosi’s life was beset with potential stress. Thus, at age 8 he was arbitrarily
separated from his mother forever and his sole parent thereafter was an
omnipresent controlling father. At age 10 his mother died. His father said that he
was unconcerned, but friends relate that he never really recovered and, in fact,
returned from Warsaw to Suwalki in dead of winter to play his violin beside her
lifeless body.
At the outbreak of World War II Carl Flesch, his teacher and inspiration, abruptly
was marooned in Holland in 1939 never to return to London and his students;
Yosi was without a teacher; Fritz Kreisler reclaimed his violin on loan to Yosi; and
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in June 1940 Leon Gildesgame, Yosi’s major benefactor and a de facto guardian,
emigrated to America. Further, during the London Blitz, September 1940 to May
1941, fearful of being trapped, Yosi refused to go to underground shelters and,
frightened, stayed alone in the dark in his “dismal” apartment. And finally, the
idyllic relationship between Yosi and Elizabeth, the girl he loved, which began in
the summer of 1937, terminated in January 1941. Symptoms of schizophrenia
became evident in February.

Fig. 51-52 Letter from Gerald Moore to Gerald Spear

Samuel Lipman concluded “The violinist of the age“ thus: “On the overpowering
evidence of his few records, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that Josef Hassid
was the greatest violinist of whose playing we can have any firm knowledge.33
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Fig. 53 Gravesite

About his early death, we can only echo the famous words of Grillparzer on the
monument at Schubert’s grave:
‘Die Tonkunst begrub hier einen reichen Besitz
Aber noch viel schonere Hoffnungen.
Music has here entombed a rich treasure,
But even fairer hopes. ‘”33
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